2019 AIA WYOMING
Architecture and Design
Film Festival
April 12th & 13th
April 24th
May 3rd
May 11th
T.B.D.
T.B.D.
T.B.D.

-

Laramie
Riverton
Sheridan
Casper
Cheyenne
Rock Springs
Jackson

-

University of Wyoming
CWC Small Theater
Wyo Theater
Adbay
Atlas Theater
Broadway Theater
Teton County Library

“These events are for the purpose of
increasing awareness of the role architects
play in protection of health, safety, and
welfare of the general public.”
FREE ADMISSION, OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

American Masters: Eero Saarinen:
The Architect Who Saw the Future

Eames: The Architect and the
Painter

Explore the life of Finnish-American modernist architectural
giant Eero Saarinen, whose visionary buildings include National
Historic Landmarks such as St. Louis’ iconic Gateway Arch and
the General Motors Technical Center in Michigan.

The husband-and-wife team of Charles and Ray Eames were
America’s most influential and important industrial designers.
Admired for their creations and fascinating as individuals, they
have risen to iconic status in American culture. ‘Eames: The
Architect & The Painter’ draws from a treasure trove of archival
material, as well as new interviews with freinds, colleague, and
experts to capture the personal story of Charles and Ray while
placing them firmly in the context of their fascinating times.

Florence: Birthplace of the
Renaissance

Preservation Casper

The art and history of Florence are explained as they are related
to one another in this comprehensive examination of the city
that conquered the Medieval world with ideas and beauty.

Join in the recent trend or repurposing building structures with a
Wyoming architect. This documentary explores histroic building
renovation to give buildings new life and how to marry the
character of historic buildings with new technologies to promote
sustainability.

Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Fallingwater Special Edition

Philip Johnson: Diary of An Eccentric
Architect

This Special Edition contains the 2005 documentary; a series of
10 interviews on various topics with the director of the building
Lynda Waggoner, a curator Cara Armstrong, and architectural
historian Richard Clearly; and a stunning CD-ROM featuring an
interactive virtual tour complete with still photographs, Wright’s
architectural drawings, and 17 panoramic views that allow you
to turn a full 360 degrees within various locations surrounding
and inside the house and guest house.

One of the more creative and influential architects of the
centruy, Philip Johnson has always been at the forefront
of stylistic changes. This video is a look into the mind of a
significant architect and what he calls his “diary” - the house
he designed and lives in. His famous “Glass House” in New
Canaan, Connecticut, has no walls - so that the landscape, in
effect, becomes the wallpaper. By contrast, the guest house
on the property has no windows, yet is still light and luxurious.

Architecture of the Tetons

Casper Spotlight - The Downtown
Development Authority

Explore two impactful architecture projects - one that was built
and one that was not - in the Tetons. Gilbert Stanley Underwood
and Mies van der Rohe brought bold ideas of modernism and
International Style architecture to Wyoming and changed the
way people considered the relationship between architecture
and he environment.

Explore the ways that a downtown development authority
has been enhancing their downtown aesthetically, promoting
businesses and events, and making their downtown a
destination. Featuring the process of creating an events-driven
plaza in the heart of the downtown and its impact!

For more information on these dates and locations please
visit our facebook page: AIA Wyoming
Sponsored by AIA Wyoming and the Wyoming Board of
Architects and Landscape Architects.

www.aia-wyoming.org

info@aia-wyoming.org

